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Abstract

Background & Aims: Early liver transplantation (without requiring a minimum period of 

sobriety) for severe alcohol-associated hepatitis (AH) is controversial—many centers delay 

eligibility until a specific period of sobriety (such as 6 months) has been achieved. To inform 

ongoing debate and policy, we modeled long-term outcomes of early vs delayed liver 

transplantation for patients with AH.

Methods: We developed a mathematical model to simulate early vs delayed liver transplantation 

for patients with severe AH and different amounts of alcohol use after transplantation: abstinence, 

slip (alcohol use followed by sobriety), or sustained use. Mortality of patients before 

transplantation was determined by joint-effect model (based on model for end-stage liver disease 
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[MELD] and Lille scores). We estimated life expectancies of patients receiving early vs delayed 

transplantation (6-month wait before placement on the waitlist) and life-years lost attributable to 

alcohol use after receiving the liver transplant.

Results: Patients offered early liver transplantation were estimated to have an average life 

expectancy of 6.55 life-years, compared to an average life expectancy of 1.46 life-years for 

patients offered delayed liver transplants (4.49-fold increase). Net survival benefit from early 

transplantation was highest for patients with Lille scores of 0.50–0.82 and MELD scores of 32 or 

more. Patients who were offered early transplantation and had no alcohol use afterward were 

predicted to survive 10.85 years compared to 3.62 years for patients with sustained alcohol use 

after transplantation (7.23 life-years lost). Compared with delayed transplantation, early liver 

transplantation increased survival times in all simulated scenarios and combinations of Lille and 

MELD scores.

Conclusions: In a modeling study of assumed carefully selected patients with AH, early vs 

delayed liver transplantation (6 months of abstinence from alcohol before transplantation) 

increased survival times of patients, regardless of estimated risk of sustained alcohol use following 

transplant. These findings support early liver transplantation for patients with severe AH. The 

survival benefit was maintained in all simulated extreme scenarios, but should be confirmed in 

prospective studies. Sustained alcohol use following transplantation significantly reduced but did 

not eliminate the benefits of early transplantation—strategies are needed to prevent and treat post-

transplantation use of alcohol.

Keywords

6-month rule; accelerate-ah; Markov model; drinking

INTRODUCTION

Alcohol-associated liver disease has recently become the most common indication for liver 

transplantation (LT) in the United States and accounts for 40–50% of liver-related deaths in 

the U.S.1,2 Alcohol-associated hepatitis (AH) represents a subset of alcohol-associated liver 

disease, in which patients present with acute jaundice in the setting of chronic heavy alcohol 

use, and is implicated in 10% of alcohol-associated liver deaths.3 Indeed, in severe 

medically-refractory AH, 6-month mortality can approach 70%.4 Deaths in the first 90 days 

of presenting with severe AH are associated with the severity of systemic inflammatory 

response, while survival beyond this acute phase of liver injury is dependent on abstinence 

from alcohol.5,6 At present, there are no medical therapies that improve long-term survival.
4,7

Early LT for severe AH, defined as LT without a minimum period of sobriety prior to 

surgery, is a relatively new, and controversial indication for LT.8,9 Although early LT for 

highly select patients with AH is increasing in application across the United States, many 

centers have not adopted an early LT policy and still require a minimum period of abstinence 

before LT listing. In most programs, the minimum period of abstinence is 6 months, but 

there is some variability across programs.10 Overall, intermediate post-LT survival rates after 
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early LT for AH are acceptable (~85% at 2-3 years), but a proportion of those transplanted 

may return to alcohol use post-LT and be at risk for poorer outcomes.9

The negative consequences of alcohol use post-LT are more likely to influence long-term, 

not short-term outcomes;11,12 yet, long-term survival outcomes after early LT for AH, and 

how outcomes are influenced by rates of post-LT alcohol use are unknown.

Further, to meaningfully evaluate the risks and benefits of early LT for severe AH, one must 

consider mortality prior to listing and while on the waitlist as well as post-LT outcomes. 

Given high short-term mortality in persons presenting with severe AH, where 75–90% of 

deaths occur within 90 days of presentation, wait-list mortality may indeed have a 

significant impact on overall outcomes when programs decide to offer early LT for AH, and 

this likely varies in United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) regions with short versus 

long waitlist times.4,8,13

To inform policy regarding this controversial indication for LT,14-16 we sought to 1) evaluate 

the comparative effectiveness of early LT versus delayed LT (6-month wait) for severe AH 

by different rates of post-LT alcohol use, and 2) quantify the harm of post-LT alcohol use on 

graft and patient survival.

METHODS

Model Overview

A previously validated Markov-based mathematical model, SIM-LT (Simulation of Liver 
Transplant Candidates), was adapted to perform our analysis.17 The SIM-LT model was 

revised for this study to simulate a virtual trial comparing patients with AH who were 

offered early LT (i.e. listing after determining medically-refractory disease by Lille Score, in 

addition to time allotted for psychosocial and financial evaluation for early LT eligibility) 

versus delayed LT (i.e. listing after 6 months of abstinence). Data from published studies6,18, 

the UNOS database and ACCELERATE-AH trial9, were utilized for the model inputs. 

Patients’ likelihood of receiving an organ was dependent on their MELD score. In the 

MELD-allocation system, patients enter the waitlist, and their position on the waitlist is 

decided based on their MELD score (those with higher MELD are higher on the list), not 

based on how long they have been on the list. To best approximate the probability of LT 

among the severe AH population (i.e. high MELD, disease from alcohol use) in the Share-35 

era (implemented June 2013), national and regional transplant probabilities were estimated 

using median wait-times from the UNOS database among adult LT recipients with a primary 

listing diagnosis of alcohol-associated liver disease, and excluding human 

immunodeficiency virus, hepatitis C virus (HCV), hepatocellular carcinoma, prior LT, and 

MELD exceptions, from June 2013 to December 2017 (Appendix Table 1). Sensitivity 

analysis of transplant probabilities was performed by including those with a listing or 

transplant diagnosis of HCV. We also simulated natural fluctuations in pre-transplant MELD 

scores based upon UNOS waitlist data.17,19,20 Pretransplant mortality was estimated by 

joint-effect model using MELD and Lille scores using weekly MELD score and the Lille 

score of a patient (Appendix Table 2).21 The Lille score was calculated once for each patient 

during the simulation, as a Day 7 from initial hospitalization score.
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Model outcomes were validated with ACCELERATE-AH and a Franco-Belgian study of 

early LT for AH.8,9 The Franco-Belgian8 study was not used to inform model inputs. SIM-

LT was developed in the Java programming language.

Base Case Population

We simulated a cohort of severe alcohol-associated hepatitis patients, similar to the 

ACCELERATE-AH9 cohort. Specifically, the ACCELERATE-AH cohort only included 

those with clinician-diagnosed AH as first presentation of liver disease (i.e. patients with 

prior episodes of AH, or previously diagnosed chronic liver disease, were excluded). All 

analyses were performed by conducting a virtual trial simulating 10,000 hypothetical 

patients. In our base case analysis, mean age was 43, 70% were male, and listing MELD and 

Day 7 Lille scores reflected the distributions of the ACCELERATE-AH cohort: median 38 

(IQR, 34-40) and 0.82 (IQR, 0.56-0.97), respectively. Full baseline characteristics of the 

original ACCELERATE-AH cohort are summarized in Appendix Table 3. To account for 

possible survivor bias in our model, the distribution of MELD at initial hospitalization was 

calibrated such that the MELD at listing predicted by the model matched the distribution of 

listing MELD in the ACCELERATE-AH cohort. All patients who received liver transplant 

were categorized into one of the following three alcohol-use categories post-transplant: 

abstinent (defined as no evidence of any alcohol use), slip (defined as alcohol use followed 

by sobriety), sustained (defined as ongoing alcohol use). All post-LT transition probabilities 

post-LT (alcohol use, graft failure, and survival) are summarized in Table 1.

Interventions

For each patient, we simulated long-term outcomes under two LT policy scenarios: 1) 

offering delayed LT listing and 2) offering early LT listing (Figure 1). Patients in both 

scenarios had the same baseline characteristics.

In the delayed LT scenario, patients were listed for liver transplant only if they achieved 6-

months of abstinence prior to LT. If they slipped and used alcohol during the pre-LT period, 

then they re-initiated a new 6-month sobriety period. To estimate the likelihood of alcohol 

use in the 6-month sobriety period, we used data from a French study that estimated 22% of 

AH patients used alcohol within a 6-month period after hospitalization for AH, given that 

there is no U.S. data specific to the AH population regarding post-hospitalization alcohol 

use.6 This rate is similar to a U.S. prospective study that recorded that 25% of patients with 

alcohol-associated liver disease with recent alcohol use under consideration for LT had 

evidence of alcohol use after study randomization but before transplant.18 In the sensitivity 

analysis, we tested this rate of alcohol use (22%) with an extreme case (favoring the delayed 

LT scenario), assuming that 0% of patients used alcohol during the 6-month follow-up. After 

a patient achieved 6-month sobriety, they were listed for liver transplant.

In the early LT scenario, patients were listed after determining medically refractory disease 

by Day 7 Lille score, and allotting time for psychosocial and financial evaluation for LT 

listing, which was based on the median time from initial hospitalization to date of LT listing 

in the ACCELERATE-AH cohort (13 days).9 After a successful transplant, patients moved 
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to the post-LT health state. At any time, patients could die from liver-related mortality as 

well as background mortality (Figure 1).

At any time in the post-LT state, patients could return to alcohol use. The likelihood of using 

alcohol, either sustained or slip, was informed from ACCELERATE-AH data.9 In the base 

case, we assumed that patients who achieved 6-month sobriety pre-LT had the same 

likelihood of relapsing as those in the early liver transplant arm. We then performed 

sensitivity analyses with varying rates and patterns of alcohol use in either arm, to assess the 

impact of alcohol use on survival, as measured by life-years.

Patients could also experience graft failure post-transplant. Post-transplant mortality was 

defined as graft failure without re-transplantation. Given the limited published data on graft 

survival in LT for AH recipients, we used post-LT patient survival data as a surrogate. The 

likelihood of a graft failure was dependent on patients’ alcohol-use category; those who used 

alcohol had a higher probability of developing graft failure. Specifically, we increased the 

graft failure probability with hazard ratios of 4.59 and 2.31 if the patients were sustained 

users and slip users, respectively (Table 1).9 Graft failure with re-transplantation was not 

modeled as a possible scenario for patients with alcohol use after LT, as patients with relapse 

after LT would be unlikely to be offered re-transplantation. Graft failure with re-

transplantation was modeled as a possibility for patients with no alcohol use after LT, 

modeled based on probabilities from the UNOS database. We conducted sensitivity analyses 

using a wide range of hazard ratios.

We validated our model’s predicted 6-month patient survival in the delayed LT arm with 

those from the Franco-Belgian trial, and separately with prior U.S. data.8,22 We also 

validated our model’s predicted post-transplant survival with ACCELERATE-AH data 

(Appendix Figure 1).9

Model Outcomes

Our primary model outcome was life expectancy, measured in life years. We estimated the 

life expectancy for a patient presenting with severe AH in both early and delayed LT 

simulation scenarios, defined as the interval between date of hospitalization for AH and date 

of predicted death.

We also estimated life expectancy separately for each of the 11 UNOS regions. For this 

regional analysis, we adjusted the likelihood of receiving LT for each UNOS region using 

region-specific transplantation rates (Appendix Table 3).

We performed one-way sensitivity and probabilistic sensitivity analyses to estimate the 

effects of uncertainty in all model parameters (Table 1) on the improvement in life years 

with early versus delayed LT.

We also performed extreme scenario analyses where we evaluated cases where 1) all patients 

who undergo early LT have sustained alcohol use post-LT and 2) all patients who undergo 

delayed LT refrain from any alcohol use post-LT.
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Further, some LT centers have recently adopted policies that shorten the period of mandated 

sobriety for LT eligibility among AH patients.10 To model the impact of such policies, we 

estimated life expectancy in scenarios in which the sobriety period in the delayed LT arm 

was shortened to i) 3-months; ii) 1-month.

RESULTS

Early LT versus Delayed LT:

Outcomes by Varying Rates of Alcohol Use Life expectancy was estimated for a patient 

presenting with severe AH in both simulation scenarios, defined as the interval between date 

of hospitalization for AH and date of predicted death. In our base case analysis, which 

assumed equivalent incidence of sustained alcohol use and slips post-LT in both scenarios, 

life expectancy was 6.55 years by offering early LT versus 1.46 years with delayed LT, with 

a net gain of 5.09 years (Table 2; Figure 2a). The proportion of deaths among early versus 

delayed LT during initial hospitalization, pre-LT probation period (for delayed LT), LT 

waitlist, and post-LT are summarized in Appendix Table 5.

In the most extreme scenario analysis in which all patients after early LT had sustained 

alcohol use and no patient after delayed LT had any alcohol use, life expectancy was 3.62 

years by offering early LT versus 2.30 years with delayed LT, with a net gain of 1.32 years 

(Table 2; Figure 2a). In a second extreme scenario analysis in which no patient in the 

delayed LT arm had any alcohol use in the 6-month pre-LT period, but maintained the same 

risk of post-transplant alcohol use as in the base case analysis, life expectancy with delayed 

LT was 1.81 years compared to 6.55 years in patients offered early LT (Table 2; Figure 2a). 

In a third extreme scenario analysis in which no patient who underwent early LT had any 

alcohol use after transplant, life expectancy was 10.85 years, as compared to 3.62 years in a 

scenario where all LT recipients have sustained alcohol use after transplant. Thus, sustained 

alcohol use after early LT was associated with 7.23 life-years lost, or approximately 67% of 

life years gained from early LT (Table 2; Figure 2a).

Early Versus Delayed LT by Varying Durations of Pre-LT Abstinence

When shortening the period of required sobriety in the delayed LT arm to 3-months, life 

expectancy with delayed LT increased to 2.32 years (Figure 2b). With a 1-month delay, life 

expectancy increased further to 3.92 years. In both scenarios, the life expectancy remained 

lower than 6.55 years, observed in early LT arm.

Early versus Delayed LT by UNOS Region

We performed scenario analysis by UNOS region (Appendix Table 5; Figure 3). The 

absolute survival benefit was highest in Region 3 (i.e. the region with the shortest waitlist 

time), and least in Region 9 (i.e. the region with the longest waitlist time). In Region 3, life 

expectancy was 6.96 years with early LT versus 1.55 years with delayed LT, with a net gain 

of 5.42 life-years. In Region 9, life expectancy was 6.25 years with early LT versus 1.42 

with delayed LT, with a net gain of 4.83 life years.
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Early versus Delayed LT by Varying Lille and MELD Scores

Early LT (versus delayed LT) provided survival benefit across all simulated Lille and MELD 

scores of patients with medically-refractory severe AH (i.e. Day 7 Lille score ≥0.45). 

However, the magnitude of net survival benefit was dependent on both initial MELD and 

Day 7 Lille scores (Figure 4; Appendix Figure 2a; Appendix Figure 2b). Figure 4 shows the 

net benefit of early LT at any combination of Lille and MELD score. For example, with an 

initial MELD of 35 and Day 7 Lille score of 0.87, the net survival benefit of early LT was 

5.0 life-years. With an initial MELD of 16 and Day 7 Lille score of 0.48, the net survival 

benefit of early LT was 2.0 life-years. Net benefit of early LT was highest in patients with 

Lille score 0.5-0.82, and MELD≥32.

One-way Sensitivity Analysis

We conducted a one-way sensitivity analysis to identify model inputs in Table 1 that most 

strongly influenced the difference in life expectancy of early versus delayed LT. Net survival 

benefit was most strongly abrogated by increased probability of liver-related death post-

transplant, alcohol use after transplant, and increasing age. However, early LT offered a net 

survival benefit exceeding 3 years versus delayed LT across all sensitivity analyses 

(Appendix Figure 3).

Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis—In the probabilistic sensitivity analysis, the mean 

life-expectancy in early versus delayed LT were 6.84 life-years (95% CI, 2.77-11.5) versus 

1.51 life-years (95% CI, 0.74-2.45), respectively. The mean net survival of early LT (vs. 

delayed LT) was 5.33 life-years (95% CI, 2.14-9.26). Early (versus delayed) LT resulted in 

the gain of at least 2 life-years in 99.3% of the simulation runs and at least 5 years in 49.6% 

of the simulation runs (Appendix Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

Early liver transplantation for AH is increasing across the United States.10,16 Long-term 

outcomes are needed to inform ongoing debate and policy-making for this relatively new LT 

indication. Using a mathematical model that simulated a virtual trial of early versus delayed 

LT, we found that offering early LT to a patient with medically-refractory severe AH 

provided a 4-fold survival benefit over delayed LT. The survival benefit was present across 

all UNOS regions and persisted irrespective of any estimated risk of sustained alcohol use 

post-LT. These findings support the clinical use of early LT as definitive therapy for severe 

AH.

Our results highlight the potential harm in delaying LT in appropriate candidates for early 

LT. Even in the most extreme scenario — where 100% of early LT recipients return to 

sustained alcohol use post-LT, and 100% of delayed LT recipients have complete abstinence 

post-LT — life expectancy by offering early LT was still 2-fold superior to delayed LT. 

These findings reflect the high short-term mortality in severe AH.7,21 In fact, our model 

estimated that successful early LT recipients would have post-LT life expectancy exceeding 

10 years, which is far higher than the average life-expectancy of 6.55 years in the group 

offered early LT; this difference reflects the high pre-LT mortality while determining 
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medically-refractory disease, LT eligibility, and waitlist time – with the median MELD and 

Lille scores of the ACCELERATE-AH cohort, our model estimated mortality of 14% within 

a week of initial presentation. We found that the survival benefit of an early LT policy was 

dependent on both MELD and Lille score, maximized among patients with Day 7 Lille score 

between 0.50-0.82. These findings suggest potential value in considering Lille score in early 

LT policy for AH to maximize survival benefit, which is consistent with the current UNOS 

allocation system, which prioritizes both the urgency of the candidate recipient and the 

avoidance of futile or unnecessary transplants.

While many centers apply restrictions regarding abstinence prior to LT, UNOS has never 

adopted a universal policy, and U.S. LT centers are allowed to determine their own 

abstinence policies for LT eligibility.10 For example, some U.S. centers have recently 

adopted a 3-month abstinence policy,10 our model suggests that such policies are unlikely to 

benefit most AH patients, with an estimated 64% relative loss in benefit with a 3-month 

delay policy as compared to a pure early LT policy.7,21 A recent study concluded that Lille 

score at Day 4 was as accurate as Day 7 to predict short-term mortality.23 Indeed, more 

efficient tools to identify candidates most appropriate for early LT, namely those with 

medically-refractory disease and at low-risk for return to harmful alcohol use after early LT, 

could further improve the utility of offering early LT for AH. It should be emphasized that 

model estimates were based on cohort studies that offered early LT to a highly select patient 

population with AH.

Importantly, we found that life expectancy was significantly decreased for early LT 

recipients who return to sustained alcohol use after transplant, with the early LT recipient 

with sustained alcohol use post-LT having a 67% lower life expectancy than recipients with 

post-LT abstinence. These results provide quantification to prior clinical studies, which have 

shown that return to sustained harmful drinking after LT is associated with accelerated graft 

failure and death.11,12 Uniquely, this study has been able to provide a novel perspective by 

quantifying the harm of post-LT alcohol use – a patient undergoing early LT with sustained 

alcohol use post-LT has a 3.6-year life expectancy as compared to 10.8 years for a patient 

without any post-LT alcohol use. The ACCELERATE-AH cohort of highly selected patients 

undergoing early LT showed that return to sustained alcohol use was relatively infrequent, 

occurring in 17% after 3 years follow-up.9,24 Clearly, given the poor outcome of those 

returning to harmful alcohol use, reducing the proportion that do so is critical -- highlighting 

the acute need for improved selection of candidates for early AH, as well as strategies to 

prevent and treat post-LT alcohol use.

Early LT was beneficial across all UNOS regions, with a net survival benefit consistently 

above 4 life-years in all regions. High wait-time regions (e.g. regions 5 and 9) had the least 

net survival benefit, as compared to low wait-time regions (e.g. regions 3 and 11). The 

contour lines in our joint-effect model were significantly different in early versus delayed 

LT; this difference illustrates how life expectancy with delayed LT is most significantly 

affected by pre-LT mortality, whereas life expectancy with early LT is most significantly 

affected by probability of LT. Thus, in regions where probability of LT is reduced due to 

high wait-time, survival benefit of early LT is reduced. Given that the allocation of liver 

organs is based upon MELD score, the relative lack of variability in early LT survival benefit 
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among regions is a reflection of the high probability of rapid LT once listed in this high-

MELD cohort. Indeed, as early LT for AH continues to increase in application,16 inherent 

prioritization by high MELD may affect waitlist outcomes for other LT indications; whether 

this will result in increased waitlist mortality for non-alcohol associated conditions could not 

be addressed by this model, and will require further study. Interestingly, a recent UNOS 

analysis reported that 40% of LT for AH has been performed in region 2 and 7;25 these 

regions are below the net survival benefit of the national average in our model. These 

findings suggest that the uneven application of LT for AH amongst different UNOS regions 

may have largely been driven by shifting attitudes of local transplant providers, rather than 

differences in magnitude of clinical benefit – national policy may help to abrogate the 

inequity of disparate geographic access to this new LT indication.

Our study had some limitations. First, data on survival and alcohol use outcomes in early LT 

recipients for AH are very limited, and thus our model estimates are at risk for uncertainty. 

However, we used best available evidence in severe AH to inform inputs and degrees of 

uncertainty6,7,9,21,22,26 and our conclusions were unchanged across a number of sensitivity 

analyses and extreme simulation scenarios: our main finding that offering early LT provides 

significantly higher life-expectancy than delayed LT is likely robust. Second, although we 

did account for natural fluctuations in MELD scores, simulated fluctuations were based on 

UNOS waitlist data, as neither the natural trajectory of MELD in medically-refractory severe 

AH nor the likelihood of receiving LT once listed have been described. Hypothetically, a 

patient surviving an episode of severe AH may have more significant improvement in 

MELD than a patient with long-established chronicity of liver disease, and even be less 

likely to require LT. This would differentially decrease the likelihood of receiving LT in the 

delayed LT group, and if present, would in fact strengthen our primary conclusions. Further, 

a recent prospective study in severe AH estimated that 85% of medical non-responders have 

an indication for LT at 6 months.6 Third, our model assumes listing of early LT patients 

based upon the time from initial hospitalization to listing date among patients from the 

ACCELERATE-AH cohort, and the probation period in the delayed LT arm to begin at 

initial hospitalization. Given high pre-LT mortality, the generalizability of our results are 

thus sensitive to the LT center’s evaluation process, which includes psychosocial or financial 

assessments, and requires time.9 Some patients may present with a short period of sobriety 

prior to hospitalization, which may reduce their probation period with delayed LT policies. 

The implications of an early LT policy for patients who are ultimately deemed eligible 

versus ineligible, and the complexity of selection practices for early LT, could not be 

addressed by this study.

Despite these limitations, this study has several strengths. This study provides a 

comprehensive analysis of the possible outcomes for patients presenting with life-

threatening AH of early LT policy across the United States. Although the results may vary 

across different populations, particularly acute on chronic liver failure from recent alcohol 

use, or non-U.S. populations, as a relatively new indication for liver transplantation, 

modeling with the inclusion of sensitivity analyses to aid in accounting for overall 

uncertainty, provides a more quantitative method of considering the benefits and harms of 

early LT for AH. Furthermore, our model provides a platform to conduct a virtual trial 

before a new strategy (e.g. early LT) is implemented widely.
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In conclusion, a policy offering early liver transplant for severe alcohol-associated hepatitis 

provides a 4-fold long-term survival benefit compared to delayed LT (6-month wait), and is 

beneficial irrespective of any estimated risk of harmful alcohol use post-LT, supporting the 

use of early LT as definitive therapy for severe AH in carefully selected patients. Sustained 

alcohol use post-LT reduced but did not eliminate this benefit, resulting in 67% loss of the 

life-years gained by early LT followed by complete abstinence, highlighting the need for 

effective prevention and treatment for post-LT alcohol use.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. State-transition diagram for a microsimulation model comparing an early versus 
delayed liver transplant strategy in patients with severe alcohol-associated hepatitis.
At any given time a patient occupies one of the health states represented by rectangles in the 

model schematic. Arrows between states depict possible transitions based on probabilities. 

At any given time, a patient can transition to a death state from any of the above health states 

(these transitions arrows are not shown in the figure for clarity).
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Figure 2A. Overall life expectancy by offering early LT (dark blue) versus delayed LT (light 
blue): base case and by varying rates of alcohol use.
Base case analysis assumes equivalent incidence of sustained alcohol use and slips after liver 

transplant (LT) in both early and delayed LT scenarios. Scenario 1 assumes all patients after 

early LT have sustained alcohol use and no patient after delayed LT has any alcohol use. 

Scenario 2 assumes no patient offered delayed has any alcohol use in the 6-month pre-LT 

period. Scenario 3 assumes no patient offered early LT has any alcohol use after LT.
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Figure 2B. Life-Expectancy with Early, 1-Month, 3-Month, and 6-Month Delayed LT
In our base case analysis, early LT vs. 6-month delay, life expectancy was 6.55 vs. 1.46 

years, respectively. When shortening the period of mandated sobriety in the delayed LT arm 

to 3-months, life expectancy was 2.32 years. With a 1-month delay, life expectancy in the 

delayed LT arm was 3.92 years.
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Figure 3. Net difference in life years, comparing early versus delayed liver transplant, stratified 
by UNOS region.
The national (black bar) net survival benefit of offering early versus delayed liver transplant 

was 5.09 years. In Region 3 (highest net survival benefit) life expectancy was 6.96 years 

with early LT versus 1.55 years with delayed LT, with a net gain of 5.42 life-years. In 

Region 9 (lowest net survival benefit), life expectancy was 6.25 years with early LT versus 

1.42 with delayed LT, with a net gain of 4.83 life years.
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Figure 4. Net survival benefit of early LT (versus delayed LT) by Lille and MELD scores.
This figure shows the net survival benefit of early LT at any combination of Lille and MELD 

score. For example, with an initial MELD of 35 and Day 7 Lille score of 0.87, the net 

survival benefit of early LT was 5.0 life-years. With an initial MELD of 16 and Day 7 Lille 

score of 0.48, the net survival benefit of early LT was 2.0 life-years.
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Table 1.

Model Variables Used in Microsimulation

Parameter Base Case
a

Min
b

Max
b Reference

Baseline age 43 34 51 9

Male proportion 0.70 0.60 0.80 9

Transition probabilities (time frame)

Probability of alcohol use before delayed LT (6 months) 0.22 0.10 0.34 6

Probability of alcohol slip after LT (1.6 years*) 0.177 0.05 0.40 9

Probability of sustained alcohol use after LT (1.6 years*) 0.106 0.05 0.16 9

Annual graft failure after LT for abstinent patients** 0.03 0.01 0.05 9

Annual graft failure to repeat transplant** 0.805 0.60 1.00 UNOS

Hazard ratio for patients with sustained alcohol use after LT 4.59 1.45 14.5 9

Hazard ratio for patients with alcohol slips after LT 2.31 1.00 10.4 9

Annual graft failure after LT for patients with sustained alcohol use after LT*** 0.130 0.045 0.210 9

Annual graft failure after LT for patients with alcohol slips after LT*** 0.068 0.023 0.112 9

*
1.6 years as median post-LT follow-up in ACCELERATE-AH cohort9

**
Patients with graft failure who do not receive re-transplantation had death. Only patients with no alcohol use after LT were eligible for re-

transplantation – probability of re-transplantation was modeled by UNOS probabilities.

***
Annual graft failure among patients with alcohol use, calculated by 1-(1-probability of death among abstinent patients)hazard ratio, Patients 

with sustained alcohol use after LT were assigned a 4.59-fold higher risk of graft failure compared to patients without alcohol use after LT. Patients 
with slips after LT were assigned a 2.31-fold higher risk of graft failure compared to patients without alcohol use after LT. Graft failure with re-
transplantation was not modeled as a possible scenario for patients with alcohol use after LT, as patients with relapse after LT would be unlikely to 
be offered re-transplantation.

a
Base Case refers to model inputs for primary analysis

b
Min and Max refer to minimum and maximum values for inputs used in this study’s sensitivity analyses. These values are based on the 

interquartile range of the reported papers for baseline demographics, and the 95% confidence intervals for transition probabilities.

Abbreviations: SIM-LT, simulation of liver transplant candidates; LT, Liver transplant; HR, Hazard ratio; UNOS, United Network of Organ Sharing
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Table 2.

Overall Life Expectancy by Offering Early LT versus Delayed LT: Base Case and by Varying Rates of Alcohol 

Use

Life Expectancy (Life Years)

Early LT Delayed LT Net Difference
(Early versus Delayed LT)

Base Case
a 6.55 1.46 5.09

Scenario 1
b 3.62 2.30 1.32

Scenario 2
c 6.55 1.81 4.74

Scenario 3
d 10.85 1.46 9.39

a
Base case analysis assumes equivalent incidence of sustained alcohol use and slips after liver transplant (LT) in both early and delayed LT 

scenarios.

b
Scenario 1 assumes all patients after early LT have sustained alcohol use and no patient after delayed LT has any alcohol use.

c
Scenario 2 assumes no patient offered delayed has any alcohol use in the 6-month pre-LT period (i.e. all patients in delayed LT arm are abstinent 

during 6 month pre-LT probation period).

d
Scenario 3 assumes no patient offered early LT has any alcohol use after LT.
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